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SEVERAL DECEPTIONS, Jane Stevenson's brilliant and highly acclaimed novella collection, was an
outstanding literary debut. Now, with her first novel, she again offers readers a work of dazzling intelligence,
elegant wit, and keen social observation. An affectionate homage to the classic English detective story,
LONDON BRIDGES is set in 1990s London and crafted with a very modern spin. Its plot centers on a
treasure lost in the Blitz and newly discovered by an unscrupulous lawyer, who is tempted by greed into a
series of crimes leading to murder. A highly contemporary cast of characters assembles to confound him,
including a charming and flamboyant gay classicist in hot pursuit of a sixth-century homoerotic poem he
hopes will revive his flagging career, a young Indian lawyer fighting British prejudices of race and class, and
a very nice dog named Alice. The main character, lovingly depicted, is London itself, in all its rich
variousness. Among the novel's themes are the rewards of friendship and community. the imperatives of both
preservation and change, and the intertwining, with unexpected effects, of lives in a great city.
A lighthearted work shadowed by moments of genuine pathos, LONDON BRIDGES is wonderfully
entertaining. It will captivate readers with its high-spirited, stylish storytelling and playful scholarship.
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From reader reviews:

Jose Campbell:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled
London Bridges your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that
maybe unidentified for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
reserve then become one application form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get prior to.
The London Bridges giving you yet another experience more than blown away your head but also giving you
useful data for your better life in this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern this is your body
and mind are going to be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like winning a sport. Do you
want to try this extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Nick Zapata:

Is it anyone who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by simply watching television programs
or just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This London Bridges can be the solution, oh
how comes? It's a book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your free time by reading in this fresh
era is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?

Arielle Griffin:

In this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability in doing something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple way to have that. What you need to
do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of several
books in the top checklist in your reading list is definitely London Bridges. This book and that is qualified as
The Hungry Mountains can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking up and review this e-
book you can get many advantages.

Gerardo Roney:

As a university student exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the
library or make summary for some book, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's
heart and soul or real their hobby. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to
there but nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring along with can't
see colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we
know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this London Bridges can make you really feel more interested to read.
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